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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
ROLANDO ISAAC REYES ROCHA has contributed to the dictionary with 16 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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anatopismo
Anatopismo, the Greek ana, which means against and tops which means geographical place. Out of place, means a
case that does not correspond to the place where it happens or this, such as a polar bear in the Amazon rainforest, or a
Christian living in the ISIS Islamic State.

biles
Biles is incorrectly written and should be written as " 34 BILLS; being its meaning: bills-accounts payable. This is a
deformation of an English word BILLS that is eso.recibos to pay and Hispanics living in USA frequently used the
Spanish Word as bills referring to these bills that arrive by mail usually is accepted by the immigrants in general.

conjunto de doctrinas comunes a una colectividad
grouping of related ideas or opinions that are the subject of education for a social group that determines their training,
identification and integration to assume a common trend and defend it

dormir a pierna suelta
It is a Spanish saying which means precisely to sleep without worries in a safe place

felipillo
he voluntarily serving others at the expense of his people.Par is used in the Peru and part of the comarca Sudamericana
as treacherous and felón, which behaves in a stateless manner, foreign interests.The origin of this word comes from the
name assigned to the Spanish the indigenous guide led the conquerors from the costa pacifica to the Andean heights of
Cajamarca, to capture the Atahualpa Inca-some POLITICIANS PERUVIANS are some FELIPILLOS -

ignoflexia
IGNOFLEXIA. that is a sum of mental vulnerabilities if it is transmitted from one generation to another, can become an
endemic disease genetics, that is the sum of ignorance with the GENUFLEXIA that are rooted in the collective minds
leads to a pathological process conte xtual which is kept stationary in a population or geographical area determined
during an unpredictable time

mistica castrense
Military mystique. -It is a philosophy of life of the military. to induce him to give everything for their country.  Know that
they are those who have duty to sacrifice to defend not only its territory, but all that means do it consciously.  His
delivery as an example for the generations that follow. They do so only because someone has to do it, and in society,
men of arms are those who struggle for intrinsic values, God, homeland and family, to defend their dignity.   -The
inescapable duty to deep feelings.  It's strange duality for the common man, and a soldier's daily bread. By the military
mystique of loves the flag as to God on the altar, and those who delivered his life defending, perish in the Altar of the
homeland. Read more: http: //www. monographs. com/trabajos84/Mystic-profession-soldier/Mystic-profession-soldier.
shtml ixzz5DJqZzbjD

nube híbrida
HYBRID CLOUD . -Term indicating an uncertain situation . It is used by analogy between university student groups. 
Generally when a certain situation, whether social, sentimental or of any kind that generates unease, by having positions
found at a time, such as when one does not know if the coming cloud is rain or will only give a temporary shadow, i.e. a
hybrid cloud. The same thing happens inside our minds when we don't know if the teacher is going to take an exam or
just do a debate to improve our resources in oratory. A Hybrid Cloud also covers us when you don't know if that person
you like is interested in or not. 



pakilistli
pakilistli is incorrectly written and should be written as "PACKING LIST " being its meaning: < /br > is a DEFORMATION
LINGUISTICS of the word English "PACKING LIST ".ITS REAL MEANING IS READY OF THE EMPAQUETADO.SE
USED IN COMMERCIAL RELATIONS OF TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS, IS USUALLY AN ENVELOPE ATTACHED
TO THE PACKAGE THAT IS TRANSPORTED AND WHICH CONTAINS THE LIST OF ITEMS THAT IT CONTAINS,
THIS SOMETIMES INCLUDES INVOICE AND OTHER INFORMATION.

precepción
axiomatic, postulated concept which accept or rule to be followed which need not be questioned, to be a doctrinal
standard that defines its essence as truth.

preinstalado
Preinstalled.  or pre-installed. -Refers to some existing necessary component, or part of a structure that was previously
installed and that complements the new structure, adding value to its value or function Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may already be existing in place or thing, installed in advance, 

que es declarar insubsistente
say that it lacks substance, therefore has no presence or that it has no effect, which is declared void or ineffective.

sinonimo de perecible
Perishable-that perishes, which may die. Used much for stores of loading aircraft terrestrial or aquatic, particularly for
food.For example the stores of air cargo in the United States are divided into perishable ( for animals, vegetable meat
among them 41 flowers; and non-perishable called usually load dry machines, furniture, fabrics, clothes etc

soberanía popular
Popular sovereignty is a decisive social force.   of material influence.  that alters the context of a country in a given area
can make total in factual and virtual spaces in the fields of social, political.  Economic and even military, but which
reveals itself only when peoples have integrity and national identity that make them fight ´por a common interest.  . In
order to have that strength characteristic of popular sovereignty a village must have cojones.


